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2ND LEAD (Adds voice clip)

‘Sexual violence against Tamils is premeditated,
deliberate’: HRW UK Director
[TamilNet, Wednesday, 27 February 2013, 06:26 GMT]
Responding to a question posed by TamilNet at a Human Rights Watch press
meet in London on Tuesday, UK director of the HRW, Mr. David Mepham stated
that the sexual violence perpetrated by the Sri Lankan state forces against the
Tamils was not random but had a method in it, adding that it was deliberate and
premeditated. In an exclusive interview to TamilNet, Mr. Mepham further said
that HRW stood for an independent international investigation into human
rights abuses committed by the GoSL, terming the LLRC “a bit of a farce”, and
opining that the “culture of impunity” in Sri Lanka needs to be addressed by the
International Community. However, Mr. Mepham said that HRW “has not taken
the view that this is genocide,” but only that systematic human rights abuses
were committed by the Sri Lankan government, blaming the LTTE also for
human rights violations. 

David Mepham (left) and Benjamin Ward of HRW

Mr. Mepham spoke along with Benjamin Ward, Deputy Director of HRW for Europe and
Central Asia at the press meet which saw the release of a HRW report on sexual violence
against Tamils committed by Sri Lankan security forces. 

Titled “We will teach you a lesson”, the 140 page report contains 75 individual accounts
of Tamil women and men who were sexually abused by the Sri Lankan state forces. 

The release of the report was also accompanied by the screening of a short documentary
of the testimonies of two rape survivors, a Tamil female and male. 

During the Q and A session, when asked by TamilNet whether HRW saw the cases of
sexual violence as more than the violation of individual human rights, as a systematic,
planned policy directed at the Tamils by the Sri Lankan government with full knowledge
of the civilian authorities, Mr. Mepham said that it was deliberate and premeditated. 

“The sexual violence that we are talking about in this report, it is not random, it is not
some criminal element engaging in violence. There is method in it. It’s deliberate, it’s
premeditated. This is coercive, designed to intimidate, to instil fear, to extract
information, sometimes to extract confessions... This is a deliberate policy,” he said.

Stating that it is not known now how high up in the government is there the knowledge
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in a few weeks time. It’s very important that governments around the world come
together, and demand that there is a strong resolution and strong international follow up
action, that there is an international mechanism to investigate abuses in Sri Lanka and to
hold people responsible for those abuses to account.

TamilNet: By international mechanism do you mean an independent international
investigation?

Mepham: Yes, yes. That was essentially what was called for by the UN Panel of Expert’s
report, he said that the panel, three people on the panel said, there needed to..there was
evidence that around 40 000 civilians may have died but there needed to be a proper
international investigative mechanism, international investigation to look into what
happened, to identify who was responsible for abuse, who committed the crimes and to
hold those individuals accountable. And of course, the Sri Lankan government goes to
great lengths to dismiss all that, to deny the abuse, to say they are not prepared for that
to happen. 

It will only change if there is really concerted international pressure on Sri Lanka, of the
kind that we have not seen up to this point. Which is why it is kind of particularly
shocking that lots of governments around the world are going to go off to a glitzy summit
in Sri Lanka in November and sit down and eat and drink with Mr. Rajapaksa, at the same
time as that government has completely failed to address the problem of impunity for
war crimes.

TamilNet: Now as regards the cases of sexual abuse. Many months back last year,
TamilNet came out with a feature which showed that women, especially former fighters
belonging to the LTTE were being systematically targeted by the Sri Lankan state, by the
military and by its police and many of these extreme cases included forcible impregnation
which even led to many of them committing suicide. Do you think that this needs to be
addressed very clearly at international fora?

Mepham: Yes. All of these kinds of…I can just talk with more authority about the abuses
that we’ve documented in the report we’ve launched this week. There are lots of other
allegations and claims of abuse that have taken place as of the last few years. All of them
need to be properly investigated. Claims of that kind that are made, it is incumbent on
the Government of Sri Lanka to investigate them and hold people accountable. 

When it’s not prepared to do so, then there should be an international investigative
mechanism. Because I think there is powerful evidence that this is not, as I said in the
remarks at the press conference, this is not sort of random or just criminal elements.
There is method in this abuse, it’s directed, it’s targeted, it’s designed for a purpose
which is to intimidate and to inflict suffering and terrorize and to extract information. On
that note, sexual violence of that kind is a war crime under international humanitarian
law and needs to be treated as such and the people responsible for it need to be held to
account.

TamilNet: What is the responsibility of the Co-Chairs and the world powers which
managed the peace process? Do you think that they have a moral and political
responsibility to step in and address the question of the Tamils now?

Mepham: Yes. They all have a responsibility. I mean, governments around the world
have a responsibility to uphold international human rights, that’s what they’ve signed up
to. Not only in terms of their domestic practice but in terms of the influence and pressure
they bring to bear internationally. So all of these governments, particularly those that are
involved in this process have an obligation to press on human rights concerns, to ensure
proper accountability in the way we haven’t seen up until now and to ensure that people
responsible for war crimes are held to account and that’s, there is a culture of impunity in
Sri Lanka which really needs to be addressed and that’s one of the things that we are
calling for as a sort of central recommendation from our report.

* * *

While welcoming the attempt of the HRW to document systematic sexual violence
perpetrated against the Eezham Tamils by the Sri Lankan state, political observers
expressed regret at the refusal to term genocide as genocide. 

More than the Tamils, the International Community of Establishments know the full
nature and extent of the structural genocide being perpetrated on the Eezham Tamil
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nation. While organizations still try to give a picture of ‘war crimes of both sides’, what is
brushed under the carpet is the war crimes of all sides, especially that of the
Establishments in giving legitimacy to Sri Lanka’s genocidal war on the Eezham Tamil
nation, they said.

The Sri Lankan government will definitely deny this report as is expected from a genocide
perpetrator, but it was the refusal of the ICE to recognize the nationhood, sovereignty
and territoriality of the Eezham Tamils which is the core reason why Sri Lanka was able
to commit such crimes with genocidal intent on the Tamil nation and foster the “culture of
impunity” with abandon regime after regime, they further opined.

Chronology:
02.04.17  From ‘grease devils’ to ‘peace devils’, genocdial ..
03.03.17  British-recognised occupying SL military attempts ..
17.12.15  UN failing Eezham Tamils recognises rape, genocide..
09.09.15  Jolie silent on US sponsored Sinhala rape talks ab..
25.11.14  SL military raped conscripted Tamil women after Ra..
11.10.14  Ignoring Sri Lanka’s sexual violence is service to..
26.06.14  Eezham Tamils and duplicity of West’s human rights..
13.06.14  Selective genocidal rape in arsenal of ‘internatio..
11.06.14  UK shields Sri Lanka’s genocidal rape committed on..
19.10.13  Colombo CHOGM means condoning Sri Lanka: HR expert
15.08.13  Sinhala soldiers brutally rape Tamil mother in Poo..
03.07.13  American feminist writer contrasts gender politics..
18.03.13  Rape and murder of Tamil women by Sri Lankan force..
10.03.13  Tamil women in UK begin campaign to highlight geno..
27.02.13  ‘Sexual violence against Tamils is premeditated, d..
27.02.13  Systematic rape of Tamils violates Genocide conven..
28.09.12  ‘Systemic rape of Tamil women is genocidal attack ..
30.08.12  Genocidal sex abuse of ex-LTTE female cadres becom..
09.09.11  SL 'grease devils’ in Jaffna target uprooted Vanni..
08.09.11  Using ‘grease devils’ Colombo sets next stage of m..
08.09.11  Jaffna University students agitate against ‘grease..
08.09.11  Sri Lanka Grease Devils scapegoat mental patients
06.09.11  Batticaloa residents perturbed over new interrogat..
04.09.11  SL military uses ‘media persons’ to film protester..
04.09.11  Sri Lankan CID interrogates former LTTE members in..
04.09.11  SL Army in Batticaloa singles out women for collec..
02.09.11  SL Army uses public buildings to ‘transform’ into ..
02.09.11  Grease devils – a new military phenomenon unleashi..
01.09.11  Grease devils, occupying forces, intensify terror ..
31.08.11  STF camps re-emerge in East citing ‘grease devil’ ..
27.08.11  SL military assault vigilant committee members in ..
26.08.11  HRCSL refuses to register complaints against ‘grea..
26.08.11  SLA-assaulted Tamil civilian dies in Puththa'lam h..
25.08.11  Sinhala villagers assault Indian nationals in Hatt..
25.08.11  Mannaar Court remands “grease devil” Navy sailor
24.08.11  3 Sinhala ‘intruders’ reported missing in Muslim t..
24.08.11  SLN, STF arrest 15 Muslims in Kalpiddi, Puththa'la..
23.08.11  SLA terror unleashed in Jaffna after public unmask..
22.08.11  SLA ‘grease devils’ caught red-handed by villagers..
22.08.11  SLA, STF militarise Puththa'lam following unrest
22.08.11  Tamils in Mannaar confront SL Navy 'grease devil' ..
22.08.11  SLA establishes 224th Brigade in Ki'n'niyaa after ..
22.08.11  ‘Grease devil’ scare, confrontations trigger displ..
21.08.11  Angry protesters kill SL Policeman, Puththa'lam te..
21.08.11  ‘Grease devil’ scare forces female nurse trainees ..
20.08.11  SLA increases its control in Ki'n'niyaa town after..
18.08.11  ‘Grease Devil’ attacks aim at frightening resettle..
18.08.11  SLA personnel assault UNP Provincial Councillor in..
17.08.11  Tamil villagers clash with SL Police in Batticaloa
15.08.11  Residents protest against abusive SLA at Thikilive..
15.08.11  Ki'n'niyaa Muslims attack SLN camp over “grease de..
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of these systematic crimes, he emphasised that different branches of Sri Lanka’s security
forces were involved in them.

“They are involved in the rape. They are facilitating it, they are supporting it, they are
participating in it. This is deep, entrenched and it is systematic. It is actually rape and
sexual violence as a form of torture that is being perpetrated by the Sri Lankan security
forces,” he added.

Following the press meet, in an exclusive interview to TamilNet, Mr. Mepham talked about
the need of an independent international investigation to probe into and a put a stop to
systematic sexual violence committed on Tamils by the Sri Lankan forces. 

Arguing that while it was incumbent on the GoSL to investigate allegations of such
abuses, considering it was unwilling to do so, there should be an international
mechanism to do the same. He was also of the opinion that there should be a “strong
resolution and strong international follow up action” at the upcoming UNHRC resolution
on Sri Lanka at Geneva. 

* * *

The transcript of Mr. Mepham’s interview follows:

TamilNet: Now, this report has compiled several individual cases of violations. You have
also told that there is a pattern in it and it has been conducted in a systematic manner.
TamilNet and many other Tamil media organizations have been arguing that these
patterns indicate genocide and that this charge must be investigated. What is your
opinion on this?

Mepham: Well on that particular issue, Human Rights Watch has not taken the view that
this is genocide. We have certainly taken the view that systematic human rights abuses
have been perpetrated by the Government of Sri Lanka against elements of the Tamil
population. We’ve documented that in considerable detail over the years. But we’ve
also...I mean we’re an independent impartial human rights organization, we’ve also
documented abuses committed by the LTTE over the years as well. So our job as a
human rights organization is to look at rights abuse, to document it, to expose it
wherever it happens. 

We’ve been very concerned that in the final months of the Sri Lankan civil war and early
2009, the best estimates are that something like 40,000 civilians were killed, mostly at
the hands of the Sri Lankan military. That was the finding of the UN Panel of Expert’s
report, the report given to the UN Secretary General. There’s been a complete failure on
the part of the Sri Lankan government to investigate that, to hold anybody accountable,
for anyone to face justice for those crimes and that’s why Human Rights Watch and
others are urging, very strongly, that there needs to be an international mechanism to
investigate and hold people accountable because the so called Lessons Learned and
Reconciliation Commission is frankly a bit of a farce. It’s not a serious body, it doesn’t
have real power, it is not interested in investigating and holding anybody accountable. 

The Sri Lankan government was still cut a bit of slack by the international community on
that one with people saying “well let them have their chance to sort of address this”. I
think it’s pretty clear now, they are not prepared to use that mechanism or indeed any
other mechanism to properly get to the bottom of what happened and the involvement of
Sri Lankan military and security forces in that abuse. 

Hence, the need for more concerted international action including at the upcoming
meeting and discussion on Sri Lanka at the Human Rights Council, which will take place
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